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This paper describes a development of a magnetic levitation system with spin control mechanism. The feature of
this magnetic levitation system is using permanent magnets and liner actuators. The levitated object is an iron ball,
which is suspended by a magnet in the vertical direction and is spun by four magnets in the horizontal direction.
Experimental system is introduced. One degree of丘eedom levitation is examined and carried out. A spinning control
strategy is proposed.
































































Voice Coil Motor Permanent Magnet Sensor Target
Iron Ball Eddy Currents Sensor
Fig. 1. Illustration ofMaglev System for Spinning Close-Up
Around the Permanent Magnet
Eddy Currents Sensor
Fig.2 Photograph of Developed Equipment
Table 1 Sped五cations of Voice Coil Motor
＼、
permanent magnet
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Fig.4 Attractive Force About the Air Gap Between the Magnet
and the Iron Ball
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Fig.5. 1 D.O.F. Maglev System Con五guration Chart
Fig.6. 1 D.O.F. Maglev System Control Chart
Fig.7. Photograph of During Levitation
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movement of permanent magnet→
蝣蠎-
spinning movement of iron ball -
Fig.9. Image of Spinning Mechanism
Position of Permanent Magnet
＼ Gapsensor for Permanent Magnet




























(l)Permanent Magnet (Z) Position (2) Ironball Position　(3) Rotational Speed
(4) Permanent Magnet (a) Position (5) Permanent Magnet (b) Position
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